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Abstract 

 

In this technical paper, I present a model that helps secure the information against altering in the middle of communicating parties 

by the human or system in the center. This includes the utilization and execution of Message Digest, digital signature, and receiver 

authentication techniques. Currently, Digital signatures furnish Internet applications with information authentication and non-

renouncement services and are set to keep playing a significant part later on as online services keep on developing. For a framework 

to be done in a generally proficient, protected, and secured approach between a sender and the receiver via the internet, this paper 

proposes the exchange of AUTHENTICATION CODE through ONLINE by digitally signed transmission model executed through 

a message-digest algorithm, MD5 utilizing RSA - asymmetric encryption and decryption algorithm to guarantee or assurance 

message confidentiality to sender and analyze the equivalent at the receiver’s side for confirmation.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital signature validation techniques give secure communication with the least computational expense for internet applications, 

for example, commerce, online messenger, and so forth. The sender creates the signature of a given message utilizing his secret 

key; the recipient at that point checks the signature by utilizing the sender's public key.  

In its present time, online and web applications became more popular. We have to give security to the message being sent to the 

recipient. Information is received by the recipient confirm that information confidentiality and secrecy are maintained.  

Cryptography gives such security to information transmission among the sender and the receiver. Message confidentiality and 

privacy are the cycles of guaranteeing that the information arrived at the receiver without altering and tampering by any third party. 

To accomplish these cycles, there are numerous methodologies. One such methodology is utilizing a message-digest algorithm 

with a digital signature encoded on it by utilizing an asymmetric algorithm. Authentication and Verification are done nearly on 

daily basis. For example, when the need emerges to sign one's name on records and even as in circumstances where agreements 

and decisions are conveyed electronically. 

II. MESSAGE DIGEST OR HASHING ALOGORITHMS 

Message authentication algorithm is presently playing a significant function in a variety of online applications and services, 

particularly those identified with the Internet Protocols (IP) and organization the executives, where undetected control of messages 

can have disastrous impacts. There is no deficiency of good message authentication codes, starting with DES-MAC.  

Message digest capacities produce hash functions of fixed length by accepting plain content as the input of arbitrary length. The 

primarily utilized message digest algorithms to be specific, are MD4, MD5, and SHA-1.  

MD4 message digest calculation takes input estimation of subjective length and produces 128-bit output. The MD4 calculation 

is ideal for digital signature applications where a huge record can be safely "compressed" before being signed with any public key 

crypto framework. 

MD5 message digest calculation is an augmentation of MD4, when thought about it offers significantly more security statements. 

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) is a one-way hash algorithm that produces a 160-bit yield and is used to make digital signatures. 

 
Fig. 1: Hashing Algorithm 
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III. EXSTING SYSTEM 

To generate a digital signature, the fundamental thought is no longer to mask what a message says, yet rather to demonstrate that 

it starts with a specific sender. Digital signatures have been utilized in Internet applications to give information authentication and 

non-renouncement services. 

Digital signatures will continue assuming a significant part in future Internet applications. For instance, if electronic mail 

services are to supplant the current paper mail services for business transactions, signing an electronic message must be 

conceivable. One approach to address the authentication issue experienced in public-key cryptography is to connect a digital 

signature to the furthest limit of each message that can be utilized to check the sender of the message.  

In this paper, we were building the model for healthcare systems. Healthcare systems permits patients of the specific hospitals 

to access Electronic Health Records on a safe site provided by the hospital. To get to web-based access, the patient would go to 

the hospital's site and enter his client id and secret key. The conventional strategy for sending the secret key to the client is by 

postal envelope; here we propose a novel technique for sending a secret key online in a secured way. 

 
Fig. 2: MD5 Algorithm 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed framework includes, advanced digital signature ought to be forced on the sender side i.e., hospital and the recipient 

i.e., the client ought to check the message/PIN for authentication.  

 Strategy at the Sender:  

 Create a hash code of the message (M) to be sent to the client. 

H = MD5 (M)  

 Encrypt the acquired message digest by private key (e) of the sender I.e., hospital to create a digital signature (DS) 

DS = MD e mod n  

 Send the first message M alongside the produced digital signature (DS) to the recipient.  

 Strategy at Receiver:  

 Customer utilizes the same MD5 algorithm to ascertain the message digest of the collector message.  

H1=MD5 (M)  

 Receiver utilizes public key (d) to decode the digital signature.  

H2=DS d mod n  

 Compare H1 and H2  

If H1 equals H2, at that point, it is demonstrated that message integrity is accomplished. Else it implies that the message got 

by the recipient is changed. Furthermore, protection is also accomplished since the sender is encoding the message digest with 

his private key and this private key is known only to the sender. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I have presented the best way to develop Message-Digest utilizing a secure hash key, and I proposed and actualized 

an asymmetric algorithm for encoding the determined hash key and digitally signing the record to produce a digital signature to 

keep up information integrity and protection of the message being sent. In the future, my proposed work can be broadened. 
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